
COOLING As a work of literature going in depth in the life of certain humans thus

removing quick prejudices against them, the documenting subject also brings a much

enlarged detail of human nature using the very medium that now undermines it with

neurotic attacks from the mass.

UNINDEXED The fact that all the documenting subject's project is a chronological

flow  without  any  tags  does  not  create  an  artificial  intelligence  but  on  the

contrary stimulates his natural intelligence and that of the viewer.

ANCIENT While always feeling misplaced and as a foreigner in other people land the

documenting  subject  roots  deeply  in  it  transcending  all  private  and  national

belongings.

SAFE After some hesitation the documenting subject has decided to make all his

generated data available to the public firstly because the public is concerned

with  completely  different  vulgar  matters  and  secondly  because  the  algorithms

governing the bigger institutions will never be able to make a thing out of all

the provided data as it is human generated and requires another human intelligence

to learn to make meaning out of it.

LIBERATED Attempting perfection only the spiritual domain he has generated the

documenting  subject  is  free  of  all  the  commodities  and  maniac  functionalism

typical of his contemporaries.

SERIOUS  While  since  the  beginning  he  was  often  accused  of  doing  something

demential or anyway too weak and attackable the documenting subject has moved

forward with his project building a full working framework around it and keeps

existing as an entity outside the official cultural and intellectual mainstream

that it is too entangled with issues of power and representation and has become a

form of mannerism from which meanings are just more conventions.

DREAMING Despite the increasing regulations of also the creative and intellectual

practices the documenting subject keeps up with his dream as something spiritual

and undefined by all the life suffocating social apparatus.

FREE Given the fact that the documenting subject has already set in advance what

to achieve he does not work like all his contemporaries for the endless expansions

and crazy restructuring of their black hole institutions consuming their souls.


